
















A re you pack’in?  No I don’t
mean a gun. I mean do you
carry hunting packs in your

inventory?  I think it is safe to say that
when people think of bowhunting
and bowhunting, accessory packs are
not the first thing that comes to
mind. However as I have said many
times in my bowhunting seminars if
they outlawed backpacks I am afraid
I would have to quit hunting.

Normally packs are associated
with pack-in hunts in remote loca-
tions mainly in the western part of
the country. While this is certainly
true packs actually fill a much more
basic need and can make an excellent
add-on sale item.While the need for a
backpack on a remote hunt needs no
explanation one might ask why
would anyone carry a pack on a near-
by whitetail hunt when you are nor-
mally only gone several hours and
are often not further then a mile from
the car?  Good question and the best
way for me to answer that is to use
my personal experience. First let’s
just make a rough list of the items I
normally carry in my pack when I
leave the truck.

Cell phone Walkie Talkie
Binoculars Range Finder
License Pen GPS
Knife Two Flashlights
Drag Rope Trail Markers
Safety Vest Plastic Gloves
Scents Deer Call
Water Bottle Snack
Paper Towels Rattle Bag
Extra Release Whistle  
Lighter Tie Wraps
Butt Out Tool Folding Saw 
Retractor (for lifting bow)
Emergency Kit

In addition to the above I carry in
my pack all mid-layer and outerwear
garments as well as my hat, arm
guard, release and face mask. When
at my stand it takes only a few min-
utes to finish dressing and get ready
for the hunt. By using this strategy I
do not get overheated which will lead
to rapid cooling in cold weather and I

greatly reduce the generation of scent
from overheating.

Instead of trying to jam all of the
above items into my pockets or carry
them over my arm I simply place
them in a pack of the appropriate size
and “pack” them to my hunting site.
If the weather is changing I can add
rain gear or an extra layer of clothing.
I pack all the items that I may need
but do not need instant access to in
an inside pack pocket. Items that I
need to access easily are carried in
outside pack pockets and all clothing

items are packed in the main com-
partment according to need. In other
words figure out what you put on
first, second, third etc. and pack
accordingly so you are not searching
for items when at your stand. For
example I pack my release, arm
guard, face mask and gloves in my
hat and place them at the bottom of
the pack as they will be the last items
I put on. They are all together and
when I pull out my hat all items are
right there. On top of that would be
my jacket and on top of that my vest
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